
“AI: Why is it different in 2018?”



Dr. Ir. Frank Vanden Berghen

Phd. In Applied-Sciences with specialization in applied-mathematics   
(mathematical optimization)

Building predictive models for more than 20 years, all around the world.

Objective: To boldly go where no “machine learning practitioner” has gone before.

Top winners at various world-level datamining competitions:
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Who am i?
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Thinking about AI…



AI from the past…
First Perceptron (ANN) from Frank Rosenblatt (1954) AI playing Checkers beats its creator: Arthur Samuel (1956)

In 1962, self-proclaimed checkers master 
Robert Nealey played the game on an 
IBM 7094 computer. The computer won. 
Other games resulted in losses for the 
Samuel Checkers program,



AI: What’s different now?

+GAFA



AI do better than humans to… …detect skin cancer 

Human: 86.6% accuracy
AI:          95.0%  accuracy

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/may/29/skin-cancer-computer-learns-to-detect-skin-cancer-more-accurately-than-a-doctor

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2018/may/29/skin-cancer-computer-learns-to-detect-skin-cancer-more-accurately-than-a-doctor


Automatically-
generated 
“Meow Movie” 
Google Photos 
slideshow:

AI do better than humans to… …recognize cats in pictures:

98% accuracy in the 
last Kaggle “Cats vs 
Dogs” competition
https://www.kaggle.c
om/c/dogs-vs-cats

https://www.kaggle.com/c/dogs-vs-cats


AI do better than humans to…

…increase conversion rates in marketing campaigns:

AI: 6.5 Lift.

Humans: Around 3 Lift (typically)



AI do (soon) better than humans to… …drive cars:



Self-driving cars



AI do better than humans to…

Deep Blue beats Kasparov in 1998 at Chess

…play games:

AlphaGo beats Lee Sedol in 2016 at go



AI do better than humans to…
…pass university entrance examination test

“Todai robot” is in the top 
20% score of the best 
students in Japan.

It's accepted in 60% of 
Japan universities

It’s much clever than an 
average white-collar 
worker.

Source: https://www.ted.com/talks/noriko_arai_can_a_robot_pass_a_university_entrance_exam

https://www.ted.com/talks/noriko_arai_can_a_robot_pass_a_university_entrance_exam


How AI works?

Chess AI:

Min-Max Approach:

* Encode Human Expertise in code
* “Concious” AI
* Can control simple industrial 

process very well

Go AI:

Statistical Approach

In Tic-Tac-Toe: Statistically speaking, 
the best position to be able to win the 
game is the central position

* Encode statistics
* “Unconcious” AI



How AI works? Min-Max Approach: Solving a maze= Winning at chess



How AI works? Min-Max approach versus Statistical approach 

Min-Max Approach:
Statistical Approach

Dota Video

“Old School” AI:
Non-data-driven





How AI works? Statistical approach 
Black box models

Ex.: Deep Learning, XGBoost, etc.

White box models



The “All Powerful” AI?
Source: https://www.ted.com/talks/cathy_o_neil_the_era_of_blind_faith_in_big_data_must_end

7th grade Math. Score

8th grade Math. Score

What happens when you use the wrong Tool (i.e. blackbox neural network) for your job?

https://www.ted.com/talks/cathy_o_neil_the_era_of_blind_faith_in_big_data_must_end


The “All Powerful” AI?
Source: https://www.ted.com/talks/cathy_o_neil_the_era_of_blind_faith_in_big_data_must_end

Pacman is much more difficult than Chess for an AI
 This requires an Hybrid Approach

(i.e. a mixture of min-max AI and statistical AI)

https://www.ted.com/talks/cathy_o_neil_the_era_of_blind_faith_in_big_data_must_end




Non-stationarity phenomena’s (CRM) 

Time

Accuracy

Now Date

• Model robust against degradation of Time
• Easy to update model

• Model degrading rapidly over time
• Model update is difficult, slow & costly



How AI works? Statistical approach 
“Black Box” Models “White Box” Models

When?

Fully Deterministic
Non-stationary, no stable in space, from person-to-
person

Fully Observed (4K images=4.5 M vars) Relatively Low number of variables (<40000)

the evaluation is clear, fast and allows a lot 
of trial-and-error experience. 

High Bayes Error (i.e. due to the nature of the 
problem it’s impossible to get high lift/accuracy)

Huge datasets of human play game data 
available (or access to a perfect simulator 
and each episode/game is relatively short) 

Small Dataset (<10 million rows)

No need for accountability Accountability is important (GDPR)

No need for comprehension
Comprehension needed - Parsimonious Models with 
low complexity

Use cases Chess, Go, Dota, Computer vision
Healthcare, Credit Risks, Process Improvement, Small 
Recommendation systems, Churn,  etc.

Hype? Yes No

Libraries Deep Learning (TensorFlow), XGBoost, etc. TIMi, Logistic Regression, etc.



Example 3: Process improvement (1/3)

Worked performed by: 
Artur Grzebowski (Six 
Sigma Black belt) 

Location: Volvo car 
headquarters in Sweden



Healthcare

With TIMi, we helped Sura to create Models 
to predict:
• Last stage of diabetes (that requires 

dialysis in a hospital): >98% accuracy
• Heart-related complication in the next 6 

months: >97% accuracy
• Early detection (i.e. at 6 month) of birth 

complications: 20% babies less in intensive 
care and 1800 babies saved per year.

Analytical Dataset: 4.5 M rows x 24 K vars.

TIMi is the only tool on the market able to 
achieve these results.

Normally premature at 6 months, he is 
born at 8 months and is doing very well.



timi is a Machine Learning/AI platform.

timi integrates with R, Python, JS to provide any “standard” ML algorithm.

Since 2007: 

Remove all technological risks linked to predictive model creation
The most advanced Auto-ML tool on the market
Create Comprehensible “White box” Statistical Models 
Proven Efficiency (high accuracy-recurrent winner at KDD cups, Kaggle)
Reduce the time to create 1 model to a few hours instead of months

One Anatella server is faster than 100 Hadoop servers
No code: mouse driven
Extremely versatile
Best solution to create Data Lakes (extremely efficient

storage both in terms of compression & speed)



http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/correlation-or-causation-12012011-gfx.html

Stop dreaming… Start acting now with TIMi !
“Old School”, Legacy
Solutions (SAS, IBM, Statistica, …)

New Wave:
Classical Hadoop (Hortonwork etc.)

New Wave:
TIMi

Main Bottlenecks (complexity) There are not enough:
• specialized statisticians,
• computing power

There are not enough:
* specialized data scientists

There are not enough:
* Marketers ☺
(self-service on laptops)

Self – Service
(Citizen Data Scientist)

 (only for simple things such as dashboards)  ☺ Everything is in self-service, 
without code: ETL, modeling, dashboards

Architecture 1 or 3 BIG servers Exadata….) Giant clusters (200-300 servers) Everything can run on 1 or 2 Laptops

1 Model 3-4 weeks 3-4 weeks 1-3 hours (+ high accuracy)

100 Models (time)   (but tricky) ☺ (1 day + high accuracy)

Data Access (For Telco: e.g. ASN1) Third party tool Not in ecosystem (Third party tool) Integrated & Fast

Warehouse Update (speed) 3-4 / year 1/ month Daily (or more)

360° Customer View (For TelCo,…) 300 500 2000

Advanced AI functionnalities
(e.g. network mining, text mining)

On a sample ☺ (but tricky – no graph mining) More accurate results, No Size
Limits & Self-Service

Deployment / Scoring Strategic Only 2-3 weeks (High Maintenance Cost) One click

Small Datasets (less than 200 rows) ☺  (using the integrated R engine)  (using the integrated R engine)

Man Hour $$$$$$$$$$ 
(a lot, PhD in Math)

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ (too much, 
many MS in Data Science & IT)

$ (with people like us)
(license per PC per year)

ROI ? ? ☺

Community  (required because of bad Hotline) ☺ (required because full of bugs)  (unimportant because of fast Hotline)



© 2015 TIMi: Faster predictions, better decisions. 

Thanks for your Attention
For more information, please consult our website:

http://timi.eu

The future of AI is here and now in Belgium!



© 2015 TIMi: Faster predictions, better decisions. 

Backup up Slides

The following slides are not part of the 
presentation. They are used occasionnaly to 
answer to some specific technical question.


